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            Abstract
Frictional processes entail the rupture1,2 of the ensemble of discrete contacts defining a frictional interface3,4. There are a variety of views on how best to describe the onset of dry frictional motion. These range from modelling friction with a single degree of freedom, a â€˜friction coefficientâ€™3,5, to theoretical treatments using dynamic fracture5,6,7,8 to account for spatial and temporal dynamics along the interface. We investigated the onset of dry frictional motion by performing simultaneous high-speed measurements of the real contact area and the strain fields in the region surrounding propagating rupture tips within the dry (nominally flat) rough interfaces formed by brittle polymer blocks. Here we show that the transition from â€˜staticâ€™ to â€˜dynamicâ€™ friction is quantitatively described by classical singular solutions for the motion of a rapid shear crack5,9,10,11,12,13. We find that these singular solutions, originally derived to describe brittle fracture, are in excellent agreement with the experiments for slow propagation, whereas some significant discrepancies arise as the rupture velocity approaches the Rayleigh wave speed. In addition, the energy dissipated in the fracture of the contacts remains nearly constant throughout the entire range in which the rupture velocity is less than the Rayleigh wave speed, whereas the size of the dissipative zone undergoes a Lorentz-like contraction as the rupture velocity approaches the Rayleigh wave speed. This coupling between friction and fracture is critical to our fundamental understanding of frictional motion and related processes, such as earthquake dynamics.
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                    Figure 1: Experimental system and slow rupture scaling.[image: ]


Figure 2: The functional form of the elastic strains.[image: ]


Figure 3: Systematic comparison of measured strains to LEFM.[image: ]


Figure 4: â€˜Lorentzâ€™ contraction of the cohesive zone.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Experimental techniques.
a, A method based on total internal reflection measures instantaneous changes in the real contact area, A(x,t), along the entire interface. A sheet of light incident on the frictional interface is totally reflected everywhere except at contact points. Top block, pink; bottom block, blue. b, Geometry and dimensions (in mm) of a single rosette strain gauge. The black rectangles represent the active area of the measuring components, Îµ1, Îµ2 and Îµ3. Yellow arrows represent the direction of the measured strains. c, By placing a reflective displacement sensor at the edge of a reflecting film (left), the change in the reflected signal is a monotonic function of the displacement of the film. The reflecting area was calibrated to obtain high resolution measurements of the motion of the strip edge in the x direction (right). aâ€“c, Measurements described above were acquired continuously. A sensitive acoustic sensor, mounted on the top block, triggered storage of all data bracketing every slip event.


Extended Data Figure 2 Comparing different techniques for measuring [image: ].
In several experiments, direct displacement measurements were performed slightly below the strain gauge. The numerical time derivative of the corresponding signal is presented in blue. We reconstruct [image: ] by an alternative method (green) that is based on measuring Cf, Î”Îµxx and the assumptions presented in the text. a, b, Comparisons of [image: ] by using both methods for two typical examples at Cf = 0.3CR (a) and Cf = 0.9CR (b) show good agreement between the measurements. x axes are the times relative to the time, ttip, when the rupture fronts passed each measurement location.


Extended Data Figure 3 LEFM solution for plane strain and plane stress boundary conditions.
a, b, Strain measurements of slow (a) and rapid (b) ruptures as presented in Fig. 2b. The top (bottom) panels are the strain components Îµxx (Îµyy ) relative to their initial values immediately prior to rupture. The data presented are coloured as noted in the keys in the upper panel of a and b. The solution for plane strain boundary conditions is shown in black. The solution for plane stress boundary conditions is shown in yellow. We see that plane strain conditions, as might be enforced by frictional pinning at the interface, provide a better fit to the data.


Extended Data Figure 4 Comparing LEFM to linear cohesive zone model predictions.
Strain measurements of a slow rupture as presented in Fig. 2a. Top, the strain component Îµxy , relative to the residual strain after the rupture passage. The centre (bottom) panels are the strain components Îµxx (Îµyy ) relative to their initial values immediately prior to rupture. The data presented are coloured as noted in the key in the upper panel. Black solid line, the universal LEFM solution at 3.5â€‰mm above the interface. Yellow dashed line, prediction of LEFM coupled to a linear slip weakening model11,22 for Xc = 2.5â€‰mm and using the same value of Î“ as used in the LEFM solution 3.5â€‰mm above the interface. In the slow rupture regime, for h/Xcâ€‰â‰ˆâ€‰1 (h is distance of the strain gauge above the interface) linear slip weakening model is indistinguishable from the singular LEFM solution.


Extended Data Figure 5 Contributions of higher-order terms to LEFM.
Strain measurements of a rapid rupture as presented in Fig. 2b. Top, the strain component Îµxy , relative to the residual strain after the rupture passage. The centre (bottom) panels are the strain components Îµxx (Îµyy ) relative to their initial values immediately prior to rupture. The data presented are for three different measurements in which Cf = 0.96CR. The key in the upper panel denotes the terms that were considered for each coloured line. No value of the r1/2 (C1) and r3/2 (C3) coefficients could both resolve the discrepancy in Î”Îµxy and reasonably fit Î”Îµyy and Î”Îµxx.
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        Editorial Summary
What links friction and fracture?
That the processes of friction and fracture might share some common features is not a new idea, but there is still much to be learned about the nature of these connections. Ilya Svetlizky and Jay Fineberg have turned their attention to the sliding interface between dry brittle polymer blocks, and investigate the transition between 'static' and 'dynamic' friction in this model system. They find that this transition can for the most part be quantitatively captured by the same theoretical framework used to describe brittle fracture, but they also see deviations from this correspondence as the rupture velocity approaches the speed at which sound waves propagate along the interface. The coupling between friction and fracture is important in various fields including materials sciences, engineering and the study of earthquake dynamics.
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